PACT
A Pathway to Accountability, Compassion, and Transparency after patient harm

AN INVITATION TO SPONSOR PACT
JOIN THE NEXT WAVE OF SPONSORS COMMITTED TO ESTABLISHING HIGHLY RELIABLE CRPs

PACT seeks to change the way healthcare responds to harm by convening healthcare organizations in a structured 12-month Collaborative, inviting interested organizations to learn independently through participation in a Community of Practice, or welcoming organizations with mature CRPs as members of our Network of committed CRP Leaders.

WHY SPONSOR PACT?

- Establishes your organization as a leader committed to advancing CRPs
- Aligns your organization with the highly regarded work and reputation of PACT
- Increases opportunities for CRP best practice learnings and interactions with influential healthcare decision makers
- Helps move the CRP field forward by enabling diverse and sometimes resource-constrained healthcare organizations to participate

PACT COLLABORATIVE PARTICIPANT TESTIMONIAL

"The PACT collaborative has proved essential to helping health systems build CRPs that work. The strength of the collaborative lies in showing organizations how to convert CRPs from a vision into practice. I’d encourage any organization seeking to implement a meaningful CRP to join this invaluable effort."

Allen Kachalia, MD, JD, Senior Vice President, Patient Safety and Quality,
Johns Hopkins Medicine

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE SECOND PACT COLLABORATIVE,
VISIT ARIADNELABS.ORG/PACT OR EMAIL THECAI@UW.EDU